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Mission Statement

To secure a friendly working
environment supported by
team work, systems and tools
controlled by quality assurance
methodology that allows our
team to deliver innovative
solutions to serve professionally
and effectively customers'
needs.

Introduction
RationalTeam for Technology is a company specialized in the field of information
technology. The company was founded on 2009, with an objective of serving the society
of information technology and contributing to the advance of utilization of computer
science in sake of a better life. In spite of the great challenges in the field of information
technology where the competition is far beyond the local market where considerable giant
companies are globally dominating the field; the company has gained the trust and respect
of very important organizations in Sudan. This mission was accomplished with the
outstanding performance of the team of working staff who are highly qualified and have
the experience to deliver a quality service and products. Our staff is minimally Masters
Degree holders in the field of computer science and with experience of more than 10 years
of work in the field.

Products range:
Rational team for Technology has a variety of products and services, in the core lies the
development of software solutions and this service include the design, development and
implementation. The company is then committed to provide the right customer support
through its after sales services which will be explained in more details later.
Consultation regarding information technology implementations and adoption of new
innovations and current trends is also one of the important services that the company
provides.
Instrumentation for whatever organization size is guaranteed, where RationalTeam has
partners outside the boarders, in major cities, (Our partner offices are in Dubai, Jeddah,
Canton (China), London and Switzerland). Through this service the company can provide
Network equipments, Servers, desktop computers, laptops and the accessories. Rational
team is a registered electronic devices supplier.

Vision

Commitment to professionally
deliver high quality solutions along
with reliable services and support.
This is to be achieved through
Capitalizing on creativity and
innovation, Building trustful
partnership with our clients
through credibility and
transparency and establishing an
ongoing relationship with clients
emphasized by close and reliable
support.

Company Data
Rational Team For Technology Ltd.
Westside of Family club, west of Tourism Police department.
Khartoum 3, Khartoum, Sudan.
Phones: +249157793248
Fax: +24915779393247
Mobiles: +249912352368 , +249925274953
Website:

www.rational-team.com

Contacts:

info@rational-team.com

Location

Products & Services
RationalTeam offers a variety of Solutions spanning the following areas:
Software Development
1- Custom application design and development.
2- Secure documents and ID systems.
3- Client server applications.
4- Hospital management solutions.
5-Vidio capturing and image processing solutions.
6- Enterprise resource planning solutions.
7- Kaspersky antivirus (Desktop or client server architecture with as much licenses as need).
Consultancy
1- IT Consultancy in general.
2- IT Requirements Gathering and Preparation of Request for Proposals [RFP documents].
3- Project Management.
4- IT Transition and adoption of new technologies.
5- Instrumentation and network implementations.
Networking
1- Design and Implementation of wired/wireless LAN.
2- Delivering network equipments and installation.
3- Implementation of Call Centers for Customer Services.
4- Analysis, Design, Implementation of Active Directory Services and Intranet Portals.
5- Analysis, Design and Implementation of Client / Server Topologies using various
technologies (Microsoft, Unix, Linux)
6- Astaro firewall protection package.
Training
1- Preparation of all levels of Training courses.

IT equipments supply
1- Network equipments and devices.
2- Servers, Desktop computers and laptops.
3- Accessories and general electronic devices.
Internet technology
1- Web hosting (Rational-team provides a variety of hosting plans that can suite any
business size).
2- Web site design of all ranges (static, dynamic and interactive).
3- Web application development.
4- Web service development and implementation.

Quality
Software solutions:
Adoption of Agile software production methodology, which embrace iterative development and
testing as the core of development principle. So testing at each level of the development is must and
insures that the module is tested and accepted by client to assure quality and correctness. This technology
also insures the involvement of clients throughout the development phases of the software and as part of
the development team; this will guarantee a great amount of quality to the delivered solution.
RationalTeam after sales service is crafted to keep close support of clients through (phone, remote
desktop connection via internet, and personal visit by company support staff). This is to assure the real
beneficial of the software in hand.
Hardware equipments
Rational team supplies high quality equipments provide by well known manufactures such as (Dell,
Hp, Fujitsu Siemens and Toshiba), beside the fact that all supplied equipments are sold with guarantee
against malfunction due to manufacturing faults.

Production Environment
Rational team equips the development team with latest technology hardware for the goals
seek of proper utilization and maximization of productivity and efficiency.
Development tools
Programming languages are used according to the solution being developed and
dependant on its nature, for example these tools are regularly used.
1- C++ programming language.
2- Microsoft C# dot net.
3- Java standard edition.
4- Java enterprise edition.
5- Ruby.
6- Microsoft visual basic dot net.
7- Java scripts.
Tools used for development
1- Microsoft Visual studio dot net.
2- NetBeans (Java, Ruby and JavaScript).
3- Adobe Dream Weaver.
4- Eclipse (Galileo edition)
Development concepts
Rational team for technology is using Agile Software development concepts. This is known
for efficiency and quick delivery of software. Another issue is that this concept makes it
easier to response to changes of specification that might occur at the development phase.
Adding that the iterative nature of Agile development will allow clients to utilize the
finished parts of the software and use it while the rest is being worked on and this
emphasizes a good opportunity for clients to test and interact with the solution before it is
completely delivered and allows them to modify and enhance the components they need.

Experience
As mentioned before most of the staff of RationalTeam is academically certified as Holders
of Master's degree of computer science and most of them still work in the academic field at
several university. And according to their experience in information technology which is
extended to more than ten years of practice and teaching. RationalTeam is glad to put the
knowledge and experience of its team in service of the society of information technology
concerned organizations - which is believed that it is a very need for every one now a days.
It worth mentioning that RationalTeam staff has attended so many courses and
trainings in different countries through their path of prior experience, also they had the
chance to visit most of the relevant periodical exhibitions that takes place in the region.
It is one of the very important issues for RationalTeam to invest in the people and
encourage their further qualification through higher education, training courses and
participations in relevant activities in the region.

Successful projects
 Consultation project for implementation of local area network at the premises of
Sudan Currency Printing Press, implemented by DataNet Company.
 Health information System and clinic manager for Khartoum Dental Teaching
Hospital.
 Website design for Khartoum Dental Teaching Hospital.
 Installation of Kaspersky antivirus for Family and Child Protection Unit (Police
Department).
 Software development and analysis of data for the Anti-drug Police in a report
concerning Drugs usage among university students in Khartoum.
 Secure ID System for a governmental organization of a military nature, the
technology was provided by a Swiss partner, and the software and implementation
was developed by RationalTeam. This project involved the import of materials,
equipments and training of staff of organization at Switzerland.
 As an on hand project, RationalTeam has recently signed a contract with the
Arabian Libyan Company for Investment (owner of BurjAlfateh). To host and
design their web site.

